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Assessment Today – The same but different; 
helping teachers and learners in the new normal

• What has changed in assessment in the last 5 years

• Education technology and modern language assessment practice

• Why and how do we use the technology?

• Automated scoring and integrated skills
• Remote proctored testing

• Linking assessment and learning in the classroom

• Questions
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Educational 
Technology – Now and 
then.
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Question

Think about your own day-to-day lives. To what extent do you make use of Artificial 
Intelligence in your daily lives?
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Title Slide

Why do we 
use 
computers in 
assessment?



Quicker Able to do routine 
tasks without 
getting bored

Make complex 
tasks easier

Make fewer 
mistakes



Calculation of ability and variance in adaptive 
testing
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AI and language testing

• When we say AI what do we mean?

• Computers have been used in learning and assessment for a long time

• The difference with AI is that it brings together 3 critical elements

• Computing power, data and powerful algorithms

• And ‘computers’ start to learn for themselves

• This is AI
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AI and Pearson

• The focus for Pearson is on the marking of speaking and written responses

• Pearson also uses adaptive algorithms in placement testing

• Pearson also uses data from testing and databases of learning objectives linked 
to learning material to create a virtuous circle of learning

• AI is not putting a paper and pencil test onto a screen. We need to use the 
power of computing to transform the way we test.
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Why is this important?
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Content Slide Text and Photo with Color Accents

Accuracy

Authenticity

Speed

Relevance

Because it improves



Automated 
Assessment
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Question

Do you think Artificial Intelligence can be used to assess the speaking and writing 
language performance of language learners?

Yes

Yes, but it has limitations.

Yes, but it’s not the best way.

No
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Challenges for human scoring
Consistent application of the scoring rubric by many raters

Consistent application of the scoring rubric by the same rater

Consistency of judgments over time including time from training interventions

Use of the extreme score categories - for example the use of 1 or 2 on a 
5-point scale

Cross contamination of scores for different categories or traits

Bias due to non-linguistic features; handwriting, disagreement with ideas, 
tone, accent, appearance, interactional style, gender, ethnicity

Comprehension issues leading to misunderstanding and inappropriate 
responses
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Automatic Speech Recognition

Waveform

Spectrum

Words Segmentation

p  p    pppp    p p p p    pp ppp    pp   p p  p  p p 

w1       w2           w3         w4     w5         w6 75-90 Words/Min

5.8 Phones/Sec

My 
roommate 

never cleans 
the kitchen



The development process of Speaking Items 

Development

System is “trained” to 
predict human ratings

Rating

Transcribing

Expert human ratings

Machine scores

Very highly 
correlated

Validation



Speaking Scores: Reliability

Pronunciation 0.81

Fluency 0.82

Content 0.92

Vocabulary 0.90

Accuracy 0.95

Overall 0.96

Expert Human 
Ratings

Machine Scores

Machine-Human Correlation 
(N=158)

Very little 
difference



Writing Scores: Reliability

• Validation – new essays

System is ‘trained’ to 
predict human scores

Human 
scorers

Expert human ratings

Machine scores

Very highly 
correlated
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Integrated Skills
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Add up the following scores

Listening = 15 (6)

Reading = 22 (7.5)

Writing = 18 (6.5)

Speaking = 16 (6.5)

Total =  ?? /100  (?.?)

So what does that mean?



01-RR-SAMC 02-RR-MAMC 04-RR-DRDR 05-RR-GAPS 06-LR-HILI 07-SR-READ 08-RW-SUMM 09-LL-SAMC 10-LL-MAMC

12-LR-HOTS 13-LW-GAPS 14-LW-DICT 15-LW-SUMM 16-LS-REPT 17-WW-ESSA 18-RW-GAPS 19-SS-DESC 20-LS-PRES 21-LS-SAQS

11-LL-GAPS

Single Skill Type Integrated Skill Type

Overall

Overall Skill



01-RR-SAMC 02-RR-MAMC 04-RR-DRDR 05-RR-GAPS 06-LR-HILI 07-SR-READ 08-RW-SUMM 09-LL-SAMC 10-LL-MAMC

12-LR-HOTS 13-LW-GAPS 14-LW-DICT 15-LW-SUMM 16-LS-REPT 17-WW-ESSA 18-RW-GAPS 19-SS-DESC 20-LS-PRES 21-LS-SAQS

11-LL-GAPS

Single Skill Type Integrated Skill Type

Listening

Communicative Skills

Reading Speaking Writing



AI and Educational Technology

Integrated skills testing uses all the information provided by the prospective student

• This means the assessment is more representative of what the student can actually do

A computer-based test gives you the opportunity to use innovative item types and more score points

• This means the test is more accurate than other similar tests

Automated assessment removes the impact of human bias

• This means the test is fairer and more representative of what the student can actually do

A fully automated computer test gives integrity and security in its delivery as well as accuracy of scoring

• This means you can trust the score you get
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Remote Proctoring 
Solutions
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PTE Academic Online is identical to the new shortened version PTE Academic exam in content 
and difficulty.  

Powered by OnVue’s secure software, the test includes: 

• A check-in process requiring test takers to submit photos of their government-issued ID. Identity checks 
are carried out by AI and supported by a 'greeter' who will verify the test taker’s identity. 

• A live proctor who monitors the entire test session for any suspicious behaviour - including movement 
outside the camera view or more than one-person present in the room. 

• A locked browser that detects navigation away from the test window or if any new tabs are opened. 

• AI Monitoring throughout the test which provides an additional layer of security 

PTE Academic Online
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• PTE Academic Online uses the ideal combination of AI and human input to deliver a best-in-class secure 
remote proctoring solution

• Identity checks are carried out by AI and supported by a check-in process with an OnVUE human 'greeter'

• Human monitoring and webcam recording occurs throughout with AI detection of unusual activity (eg 
multiple faces or different faces)

• The proctor can communicate with the test taker and revoke the exam in the case of suspicious activity

• Suspicious activity will also be reviewed after the test and scores can be held or revoked

• Proctors are globally based and randomly assigned

• There is no break in the standard test

Security measures are applied throughout



Medium stakes testing

AI algorithms detect any suspicious activities during testing, empowering administrators to review whether a 
test result seems authentic.

How it works

Image monitoring: a different face or multiple faces appearing in the video frame, or camera blocked

Video monitoring: test taker moving out of camera view, more than one person in camera view, or 
looking away from the camera multiple times

Browser monitoring: navigating away from the test window or changing tabs multiple times will be 
counted as violations

Complete recording: access anytime for audits and reviews. Suspicious segments highlighted for easy 
review
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Linking Learning 
and Assessment
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GSE Learning objectives
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Defining what a learner “can do” at specific levels of the Global Scale of 
English

Pearson 
Learning 
Objectives 
database

4243
Can …..

Can …..

Can …..

Can …..

Can …..

??

Additional 
review & 
revision 
required
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Creating Learning Objectives

Syllabuses

Course 
materials

National 
curricula

CEFR

CEFR

Sources Learning objectives
Workshops with expert raters 
(teachers) from around the world 
+ online surveys
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Can …..

Can …..

Can …..

Can …..
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Aligning courseware

 

Can understand the general meaning 
of short simple informational material 
and descriptions if there is visual 
support. (34)

Can ask and answer questions about 
basic plans and intentions. (38)

Can write short basic descriptions of 
past events and activities. (39)



The real deal! 
Assessment in the 
Classroom
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• Address construct under-representation

• Context driven assessment

• More meaningful and accurate scoring based on integrated skills

• Faster and more accurate, more detailed and varied feedback

• Freeing the teacher to do what they do best

To sum up



Questions?
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Closing Slide


